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Elastic Path Commerce 
Customizations 
and Extensions

Build Any Customer Experience You Can Dream Up

Elastic Path Commerce gives you the flexibility to create commerce enabled customer experiences that embody your 
brand, your unique business needs and how your customers buy. With a modular architecture that keeps your extensions 
separate from platform code, you can customize Elastic Path Commerce as much as you want while maintaining a 
seamless upgrade path. 

Key capabilities

Leverage a Modular Architecture
Ensure extensions and customizations are separate 
from platform code, so they don’t have to be 
refactored when upgrades are applied

Deliver Continuous Integration
Use continuous integration pipelines to automate 
the build, test, and delivery of your extensions, 
accelerating time to market and reducing human 
error 

Customize with the Extension Module
Add or change any Elastic Path Commerce business 
logic or behavior for full control of the customer 
experience and ensure that any changes you make 
are not overwritten during upgrades

Benefit from Open Source
Open source technology and frameworks are simple 
to work with and make it easier for you to find 
the skills and resources you need to continuously 
innovate the customer experience
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Benefits 
Complete flexibility. Customize or extend anything in Elastic Path Commerce to add your own API resources, integrate 
with third-party or proprietary back-end services, or introduce new business functions.

Differentiate your brand. Create compelling experiences that support the unique ways you sell today and be ready for 
new touchpoints of tomorrow.

Accelerate innovation. Elastic Path Commerce technology and tools enable you to rapidly deliver customizations 
and continuously improve them.

Reduce TCO. Our extension model makes customizations easier to build, deliver, and maintain, so you eliminate 
technical debt.

Simplify upgrades. Reduce the time and cost of upgrades by separating extensions from source code so they don’t 
have to be rewritten when upgrades are applied.

Minimize risk. Elastic Path support, services, and tools help you adopt platform customization best practices and 
avoid problems in the future.

Use Proven Tools
Such as Maven, Liquibase, and Git to reduce human 
error and make it easier to track, continuously 
improve, and apply database and core commerce 
customizations

Gain Peace of Mind with Assurance Services
Skilled Elastic Path resources can guide you through 
the customization process, share our hard-earned 
best practices, and even review code

Broad Developer Community
Provides self-serve assistance with documentation, 
tutorials, and videos that describe the best ways to 
customize Elastic Path Commerce


